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Facilitator:  proposes to cover two issues: 1) present his reflections on APA roundtable on agenda item 5 
on transparency framework; 2) discuss planning for the work forward on this agenda item during COP 
23. 
Issue 1. Roundtable 
On Nov 4th and 5th parties participated in a roundtable on agenda item 5.  The objective was to provide 
a space for discussions of relevant issues on a non-negotiation setting. Parties were given a set of 
framing questions and had the opportunity to clarify issues and identify areas of convergence. The slides 
related to the roundtable are available on APA website. Parties were able to conduct focused and 
interactive discussions on both days. 
Parties did not have anything to add on the roundtable. 
Issue 2. Planning COP 23 consultations on agenda item 5.  
  
7 informal consultations have been scheduled for COP 23, although not all have timing already defined, 
due to attempt to avoid clashing with other related discussions. Need to consult the schedule to confirm 
the timing. The intention is to go through a first round of discussions on all substantive issues until 
Saturday. Time is very tight, there is a need to work as efficiently as possible. So far, these dates and 
issues have been scheduled:  
On Nov 6th parties shall discuss 4 issues in two hours: overarching considerations, GhGs reporting, 
tracking progress and transparency on adaptation.  
Nov 9, (tentatively) 12-1pm - will be dedicated to discussing support provided.  
Sat Nov 11, support received.  
Monday Nov 13th ( ?).  
  
Facilitator opened floor for discussions 
  
Singapore on behalf G77 China:  asked whether a tool would be provided to facilitate process. Some 
kind of document to initiate discussions. 
Saudi Arabia: would like to continue using the term "the tool." Facilitators need to make sure it is not 
designated as the first iteration of facilitation note. 
Facilitator: to ensure consistency: it will be called "preliminary material," distinct from facilitator notes.  
EU: Will there be formal informal meetings? Expressed concern with the heavy agenda on Wednesday, 
with 4 items to be discussed in 2 hours. Perhaps a better distribution is warranted. 
South Africa: would like to get clarification as to how they will get from "the tool" to the next phase, of 
informal facilitation note. Would also welcome clarification on the concept of informal facilitation note. 
China: considers that there is already enough material on the table after the roundtable for facilitator to 
deliver a constructive "tool." It can be called "preliminary material for preparation of informal note 
(PMPIN)." This preliminary material should address issues such as differentiation and flexibility. It is 
agreed that this is not the informal note, just a tool to facilitate the work that will lead to the informal 
note. The key step to elevate this preliminary material to an informal note is to provide opportunities for 
parties to comment.  
Brazil (on behalf Argentina and Uruguay): hope there is no new acronyms. Considers that there is no 
need to micromanage the work of co-facilitators, the most important is that all relevant issues related to 
MPGs discussed in the roundtable are listed for comment. Considers premature to talk about informal 



facilitation note. First parties should comment on the material the facilitator will share. They may call 
whatever they want, what is important is the content. What it's called is not relevant.  From there 
parties can discuss how to move forward. 
Mexico (on behalf of environmental integrity group): Support the way forward suggested by Brazil, looks 
forward to receiving the material. Agrees with EU about concern with heavy agenda in one day, 
[something about support provided and place holder]. 
US: expresses that they are also flexible with the name. Would like material to preserve all positions on 
the table. Would like to spend time discussing technical details. Agrees that some issues have not been 
given enough time for discussion. 
South Africa: still needs clarification on name of the document, and where it will be located.  
Facilitator: terminology is preliminary material for informal note. It will be uploaded in the website 
under Agenda item 5 of APA. The idea is to issue a first iteration of the informal note on Saturday 
evening. 
Costa Rica (on behalf of AILAC): agrees that they should work in the spirit of giving maximum flexibility 
for co-facilitators on what they will call this material, while giving maximum comfort for parties by 
allowing broad discussion on substantive matters. 
Australia: declared that they are not too concerned about what the document will be called. They are 
concerned about allocation of time for each item. Considers that discussing 4 substantive issues in 2 
hours is not realistic. Half an hour is not sufficient time to consider transparency for adaptation, for 
example. Asks whether there is a way to find more time to discuss those items. 
China (G77 + China):  thinks that facilitator will be able to reflect all views in comprehensive manner. 
Perhaps the preliminary document will be so excellent there will be no need for informal note. At this 
stage, parties can't prejudge what will be needed. If document uses neutral language it could be 
transformed into informal note. Issues that should be discussed include if there will be one mpg for all, 
or two mpgs (for developed and for developing countries). There are also different views on support 
provided and support received. They will need more time to discuss those issues. There are lots of gaps 
for support provided, support received and support needed. Proposes that they do the first round and 
identify the time they will still need for each item. 
New Zealand: likes the approach outlined. Would like facilitator to keep maximum flexibility. In case 
they do not use all the time to discuss one issue previously scheduled, they could move to another item 
and advance the work. There was general support for the use of placeholders in the document. 
Considers that they should not waste time discussing what the document will be called.  
EU: agrees with the maximum flexibility. If time is over and parties still want to voice position, they 
should be given the opportunity in another time slot, even if previously scheduled for another item.  
Canada: does not care about the name of document. Counts on guidance on how better to allocate time 
to ensure that all positions are heard in the relevant issues. Trusts co-facilitators will do an excellent job, 
so they will have enough time. Highlights that document should be careful not to prejudge issues.  
Saudi Arabia: trusts leadership of co-facilitators and their ability to allocate time. They should consider 
the maturity of topics. Some issues are less developed than others, and need more time. 
India: also thinks that the discussion on informal note is premature. They trust co-facilitators will 
allocate time well. Asks clarification on where exactly ill this tool be uploaded in the website. 
Facilitator: asks secretariat to show where to locate in the monitor. 
The meeting is adjourned.                           
            
  

 


